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Motivation
- A Nigerian education survey in 2009 revealed that about 1.5 million children making 8.1% of children within the age 4-6 years old were out of school and 53% were girls.
- In Nigeria, with regards to income, for every dollar a man makes, a woman earns 60 cents, and it is interesting to note that, it is 20 cents less than the world’s average.

Introduction
- In this study we employ the use of the Family Independence Initiative (FII) model, which uses goals setting, incentive and support groups as a tool to alleviate households from poverty.
- This experiment studies a program we implemented in Nigeria among a group of female entrepreneurs which was inspired by the Family Independence Initiative (FII).
- Our study estimates the effectiveness of monetary incentives and how it motivates female entrepreneurs in Nigeria in achieving their business goals.

Relevant Literature
- The incorporation of goal setting, cash rewards and self help group revealed the highest outcome for both achieving individual outcomes and an increase in business sales (Alessandra Cassar et al 2016).
- The reason why women face difficulties as entrepreneurs is due to lack of management experience (lack of knowledge on how to draw up a business plan) and training. These are barriers linked with unsuccessful female businesses, this is also associated with male entrepreneurs (Borges et al 2005).

Subject Pool /Location
- The experiment took place in Abuja the capital city of Nigeria.
- The experiment was implemented through collaboration between the National center for women development (NCWD) and our research team between June and August 2017.
- The subjects in the experiment were mostly female entrepreneurs receiving training at the center between 20-55 years of age with a total number of 167 subjects.

Experimental Design/Treatment

Experimental Treatment:
- Monetary Incentives/ Goal setting. Subjects in all treatment arms were asked to set a goal every week. Goals could be chosen from a list of 8 goals that was created during the piloting phase.
- Subjects that were assigned to Group II received a cash prize of 4,500 Nigerian Naira (US $14) whenever they achieved their selected business goal and showed a required evidence at every weekly meeting.

Experimental Results:

Conclusion:
- Our results suggest that being in a peer support group, setting a goal and being issued a cash reward does not increase a subjects probability of achieving a selected business goal.
- Shortcomings: short period of time. Prior studies have conducted this experiment between 6 months to a 1 year to actually see the effect of the Family Independence Initiative model, whereas our experiment was conducted within one (1) month.
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